Virginia Tech Word Match

What do each of these words have to do with Virginia Tech?
Match the descriptions on the right with the words on the left. Put the correct letter in the space provided.

- drillfield ___
- 1872 ___
- Lane Stadium ___
- Cassell Coliseum ___
- Timothy Sands ___
- cadet ___
- Moss Arts Center ___
- Hokies ___
- Blacksburg ___
- vet school ___
- engineering ___
- 130 ___
- Dietrick ___

Using the letters in orange above, fill in the spaces below to reveal this well-known HOKIE cheer!

___ ___' ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ !!

To learn more about college and careers, visit www.vacareerview.org and click on K-5!